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Abstract

and w, is the sampling frequency. , a t e a d 0..using
conventional adaptation where the filter coefficients
are updated, we use a fixed bandpass filter and adapt
the sample rate [2]. Our proposed adaptive sample
rate (ASR) notch cascadable section [3] is shown in
Figure 1. T ( t )is the output of the last stage of the
cascade. The presence of an additional bandpass filter
and sensitivity filter, Ha,(z ) , is required to implement
each cascade with an overall efficient architecture and
Eis the instantaineous LMS gradient of the i-th
dTs,
section.

Adaptive algorithms often involve the use of divide and square operations. Rather than implementing
generic dividers and multipliers i n the adaptive section
for the adaptive sample rate notch filter, we have developed prototype architectures. W e present a technique
of optimizing an implementation of the squarer. In the
reciprocal circuit presented, we show how a numerator
(scaling) can be easily incorporated into i t s design to
achieve a general purpose divider. Both realizations have
been demonstrated i n an adaptive sample rate notch filter using Xilinx reconfigurable Field Programmable Gate
Arrays (FPGA). A comparison is made between generic
circuits and the proposed techniques. T h e results provide
a measure of the advantages of the proposed approaches
for use i n adaptive signal processing.

1

Introduction

A significant problem in the mobile communications area is narrowband interference that cause difficulties in decoding spread-spectrum BPSK signals. It
has been shown that a simple canonical form of second
order IIR notch filter can be adapted to eliminate narrowband interference from broadband communication
signals [l]. Each notch stage is of the form:

Figure 1: Cascadable ASR notch filter section.
By selecting certain fixed values of ri and Bi,
we can arrive at greatly simplified implementations of
H ~ p , ( z ) .For example, if we choose a value of ri =
then the z - ~term of the denominator of will be

fi,
g.

5,

where: ri is the pole radius of the i-th section, is 8i
= 2 ~ is 2the angle of the poles on the unit circle
where wi is the center frequency of the i-th section
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The
term can be implemented by subtracting
one-eighth of the term from itself. We can accomplish
the factor by simply shifting the bits 3 places. By
setting 8i = the z-’ term of HBP,( z ) is zero making
a multiplier and accumulator unnecessary. Finally, we
1-ra
implement the scale factor 2 =
by simply shifting the bits 4 places. The resulting direct realization
of the bandpass filter contains no multipliers and is
shown in Figure 2 .

Figure 3: ASR cascadable section with gradient limiting.

Figure 2: Implementation of bandpass filter.

chip. Therefore, it may more economical to implement the square function in combinational logic. Although one could use an 8-bit by 8-bit parallel multiplier. Given our intent is to use the square function
in several places, minimal hardware implementation is
desired 141.

Sensitivity filters are also second order IIR filters
with simple implementations. The sensitivity filters
are described by Equation 3.

2.1
Using instantaneous values of the gradient does
not result in a sufficiently robust algorithm. We therefore add a first order forgetting filter, H f , ( z ) to the
output of the sensitivity filters. The first order forgetting filter is described in Equation 4.

Method

The method for minimal hardware implementation of a square function is based on the following
algorithm. Let us assume that we want to obtain a
square of a two bit binary number

x = 21x0
(4)
where r f is the radius of the forgetting filter. Setting Tf =
or
allows us to implement H,,(z)
with efficient realizations like the filters mentioned before. Adding a reciprocal circuit to limit the range of
the gradient speeds up convergence of the algorithm.
Both gradient-limiting circuit and forgetting filter are
shown in our proposed adaptive sample rate notch cascadable section in Figure 3. Although we’ve shown
so far that our technique enables us to implement
hardware-efficient digital filters, the gradient-limiting
option with forgetting filter increases our requirements
by four potentially large circuits: two multipliers, a
squarer and reciprocal. Next we present our results
for efficient realizations of the squarer and reciprocal.

: :

2

(5)

We will treat X as a sum of two numbers such that:

X=a+b
(6)
where a = q , O and b = 0 , (and
~ ”,” represents a
concatenation operation). In such a case:

X 2 = a2 + b2 + 2ab

(7)

By substitution of a and b we obtain:

x 2= 29,OO + 00, 2; + ( 2 1 2 0 ) , 00

(8)

Given x: = si,X 2 becomes

x 2= [Cl + (.l.O)l,

0, CO

(9)

which is then

xz= ( Z l l O ) ,( “ l i O ) , 0,xo

(10)
We will shortly see that the realization of this
function is very simple and requires the use of only
two gates. Extending this concept to a more elaborate
case where X is a n 8-bit number, as in our case, we
have:

Implementing Square Function

The square function with operand N can be
implemented by a table-lookup technique. However,
in our case this would require 256 entries of 16-bit
data requiring 512 bytes of ROM. Though this might
be an appropriate implementation elsewhere, in systems consisting of predetermined cells such as FPGAs
where each cell uses entire logic block, such a technique might exhaust the entire capacity of the FPGA

where:
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x2

=

2;

If we were to use a parallel multiplier to produce
square function the corresponding partial product matrix would look like the one given below:
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we can rewrite this expression as:
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The depth of this partial product bit matrix is

8 versus 5 in our case. The summation of the partial product bits and reduction of this matrix to two
operands would take 5 XOR gate equivalent delays in
the later case, while this can be done in 4 equivalent
XOR gate delays in our case. That means that the
this scheme would yield a faster implementation.

2.2

Implementation

Implementation of squaring function is relatively
simple and straightforward. Let us examine first a
square block for two bits. The bit pattern is:
(2721)r (2720),

o,o,o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 +

x2= (.10>,

o,o, (26z5)(2624)(2623)(26z2)(2621)(2620),
o,o, 0, o,o, 0 , o +

o,o,o, 0, (2524)(Z5z3)(2522)(2521)(2520),
o,o, 0, o,o,o +
o,o, o,o, o,o, ( 2 4 2 3 ) ( 2 4 2 , ) ( 2 4 2 1 ) ( 2 4 2 0 ) , 0, o,o,o, 0 +
o,o, 0, o,o,o, 0, 0, (2322)(2321)(2320), o,o,o, 0 +
o,o, 0,o,o,o,o, o,o,o, ( ~ 2 2 1 ) ( ~ 2 ~ 0 ) , 0 , 0 , 0+
o,o,o,o,o,a,o,o,o,o,o,o,( Z ~ ~ ~ ) , O , O
(14)

(15)
To implement X 2we need only two 2-input AND gates
(assuming that the input bits are available in both
polarities: true and complement) as shown in Figure
A*.
( ~ I ~ O ) 0,, 2 0

Let us show only the relevant bit positions as 1’s. The
corresponding single bit pattern is:
1
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where the first row represents the individual squares
of the bits and the next four rows represent resulting
product bits. We can further compress this pattern by
moving bits up in the unfilled positions. The resulting
bit pattern is given below:
1
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Figure 4: Implementation of two-bit

1

1
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X2function.

In case of 8-bit operands the circuit is more complex
and it follows a design of a reduced parallel multiplier.
However, it can be simplified further as shown in the
steps to follow. Let us examine the partial product bit
matrix given in the Table 1.

1

Table 1: Partial product bit matrix resulting from an 8-bit

X 2 function.

Table 2: Simplified product bit matrix resulting from an $-bit

X 2 function.

In the next step we have merged the terms where
there are x ; and x i x j terms present in the same column. This results in reduction of column hight by one
where the term Zjxj replaces two terms, x i and Z j Z j ,
and the term x j x j is added to the next column. The
resulting simplification is shown in Table 2.
Further simplification using the same method
would not reduce the number of entries in the column
given that all of them (in the middle) are already full.
From this point on we will use one row of 4:2 compressors [5]-[6] before we sum the partial products in
the Carry Propagate Adder. The total delay for the
partial product reduction is equivalent to 3 XOR gate
delays. This is 40 percent improvement in speed over
use of a parallel 8x8-bit multiplier.

I

ti

W D I

Figure 5: Schematic of compressor used.
we will use a full adder. The result of this row of compressors and full adder will be two 16-bit numbers, S
and C. To get the square we will have to add those
two numbers with a classical 16-bit adder.

To add the four rows of the simplified product
bit matrix we have above, we could use just one row
of (4:2) compressors. A ( p , IC) compressor is a counter
with some of its inputs and outputs intentionally design for inter-connection such that they are not available for regular inputs and outputs. P represents the
number of available inputs and IC represents the number of available outputs. The design of the compressor
we are using in our squaring circuit is shown in Figure

3

Reciprocal Circuit

As binary multiplication can be accomplished as a
series of add and shift operations, reciprocation is done by
a series of subtraction and shifts. Our design is a fixed
point 8- bit (input) divisor with 10-bit dividend and quotient. First we will show what the dividend is for our case
and then describe the operation of the circuit in general
and by example.

5.
Instead of using just one row of compressors we
are going to mix full adders and compressors. We will
by that way optimize the size of our circuit. We use
the (4:2) compressor only when we have at least 3 bits
per column in our matrix. When we need a 3-bit adder

Since we are using an analog to digital converter with
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Table 3: Register values of DREG and QREG for the example
input voltage range from -5.00 to +5.00 volts with 8-bit
binary representation, the value of the voltage step size is
$ = 0.0390625 S 0.04 volts. The value of the step size is
critical in determining the dividend. A hexadecimal input
divisor of 19 (denoted 19h) represents 1.00 volt and our
reciprocal circuit should produce an output of 19h. The
dividend therefore needs to be 19hZor 271h.

4

= 19h.

Conclusion

An adaptive sample rate notch filter has been developed and implemented in hardware. Efficient realizations have been proposed for the following circuits: simple
canonical bandpass filter, squaring and reciprocal.

Next we present the basic procedure of realizing the
reciprocal. Instead of shifting the divisor from left to right
as is done in division by hand, we shift the dividend from
right to left. The algorithm is described in shorthand form
as follows:
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